hp wolf pro security service
The recent pressure on organisations to rapidly transform to ensure business continuity has created a worrying mix of increased cybercriminal activity, reduced
visibility for security, and an increasingly distributed workforce working outside the range of IT. A recent global survey of IT decision makers found the below:

91%

83%

78%

of IT Teams felt pressure to compromise
security if it benefitted business
continuity

of IT Teams felt enforcing corporate
cybersecurity policies is impossible due to
blurring of personal & professional lives

of IT Teams restricted employee access to
websites and applications in attempt to
prevent breaches

HP Wolf Security enables cybersecurity teams to deliver user-friendly tools and help to ease restrictions, while also providing defence-in-depth and enhanced protection,
privacy, and threat intelligence. HP Wolf Pro Security Service is a multi-layered endpoint security service which defends against cyberattacks without disrupting employee
productivity or increasing IT’s workload- securing your revenue and reputation, 24/7.

key benefits

Protection you can trust
Stop known and unknown threats from breaching
endpoints with reinforcing layers of proactive protection
that use enterprise-grade isolation and advanced NextGeneration Antivirus (NGAV) technologies.

Endpoint security monitoring
Get comprehensive, worry-free endpoint security
management including actionable insights, without the
need for in-house expertise – giving IT more time
to work on strategic projects.

Keep employees productive
Empower employee productivity with transparent
protection for the applications they prefer, without
restrictions or fear of compromising their data,
passwords, or network.

HP Wolf Pro Security Service provides invisible layers of protection, allowing you to protect data, devices and employee credentials with reinforcing layers of security
monitored by certified HP Security Experts- all without creating barriers to employees’ daily productivity and reducing the burden on IT.
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key components:
Advanced deep learning anti-malware protection
Detection of known & unseen threats, static malware protection, cloud-based reputation analysis of files, detection of malware evasion techniques, no
signature updates required.
Real-time threat isolation protection
Email attachment isolation, chat link & file sharing/download protection, protection from documents sent by phishing emails, corporate website whitelisting
support for IT.
Credential theft protection
Prevents credential theft by alerting and blocking users from sharing login details on websites, blocks users entering credentials on malicious sites & warns against
sharing credentials on unknown or low-reputation sites.
Security analytics & reporting
Unified dashboard to view malware prevention & isolated threats, real-time reports including full kill-chain analysis mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK™ framework, direct syslog
integration to your existing SIEM.
Monitored & managed by experts
Ongoing monitoring and analysis of threat event activity and device protection status, guidance on actions associated with prevented threats, centralised policy-based
administrationand setting management.

ultima’s hp inc partnership
Ultima has been an HP Inc partner for over 20 years, offering customers a wide range of hardware services and technical expertise. As an HP Amplify Power Partner, we have
access to roadmaps and solutions that can provide mobility and improve productivity. Our partner status acts as proof of our ongoing commitment to keep our technical teams
up-to-date with the latest product developments, allowing us to give our customers the best and most current advice to make informed decisions about their IT infrastructure.
We’ve also joined the HP Amplify Impact programme, an industry-first partner assessment, resource and training programme aimed at driving meaningful change across its
three Sustainable Impact pillars – Planet, with an emphasis on climate change; People with an emphasis on human rights and social justice; and Community with an emphasis on
bridging the digital divide. Through this programme, Ultima will work with HP to assess our own practices while tapping into the HP’s extensive investments and initiatives.
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